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Abstract 

 
Angular 2 is an open source JavaScript framework to build web based applications in JavaScript and 

HTML. This paper proposes how the concept of data binding can be applied to Angular2-based prepaid 

loyalty systems by empowering us to avoid standard code when working with DOM, focus on logic and 

detach the logic from your templates. 
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1. Introduction 

 
While designing and developing Prepaid Loyalty systems, it is required that the subscribers gets enrolled 

under a merchant and merchant can search for the enrolled subscribers when required. Search of data 

should be efficient, ensuring an easy task for the user. that's why we must aim to optimize this process by 

usage of efficient tools and modern web technologies. Manual work will dependably be required to some 

point - that is the reason we should expect to improve this procedure by use of proficient tools and present 

day web technologies; such as JavaScript, and Angular2  framework. In this prepaid loyalty systems a 

tenant can add merchant and merchant can add subscribers by filling some data into a form. When there 

are some actions performed it should get reflected. To achieve this 2-way data Binding is used. All the 

Angular is built around this bit of technology. 

 

 

2. Existing System 

 
i. Data binding occurs not on each control or value change (no change listeners) but at particular 

points of the JavaScript code execution. 
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ii. Takes a combination of setting a specific element property and listening for an element change 

event. 

iii. Explicitly declare your properties and dependencies or derive from an existing object. 

 

 

3. Two-way data binding 
 

JavaScript allows you to interact with a user responding to actions with visual events. When a user enters 

some data into a form and presses “submit” button, the page reloads.  

 

What‟s happening at the backend? 

o values of fields get stored into a variable 

o variable gets serialized into JSON and gets sent onto server with an AJAX query 

o DOM gets modified: loading indicator appears 

o as soon as the request finishes we see that status is not 200, then we parse response body 

o DOM gets modified again: loading indicator disappears, invalidated fields get highlighted.  

 

Classical jQuery code could work similarly to this: 

1. a function gets attached to the „click‟ event of button  

2. the function collects fields and assigns them to a variable 

3. the variables gets serialized into JSON and goes to server 

4. we  mark “request in process” state using another variable (to not react double clicks mainly) 

5. we modify DOM adding indicator 

6. as soon as the request finishes we parse response body and get invalidation data 

7. we modify DOM adding invalidation information and removing the loading indicator 

 

2-way data binding gives us a chance to dispose of steps 2, 5 and 7. It also solves the issue with the 

encapsulation– allows you to completely remove logic from your views. 

 

 
Figure 1. Difference between traditional one-way, and two-way data binding model 

 

4. Data Filtering 

 
Filtering of data is very simplified: We use | filter command to define which variable will be used as a filter 

parameter, while sorting is enabled by orderBy command. 

 

 <table class="table table-striped" [mfData]="subscribers | subscriberdataFilter : filterQuery"      

#mf="mfDataTable" [mfRowsOnPage]="rowsOnPage" [(mfSortBy)]="sortBy" 

[(mfSortOrder)]="sortOrder"> 

         <thead> 

         <tr> 
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           <input type="text" [ngModel]="customertext" 

(ngModelChange)="performSearch(customertext=$event)" placeholder="Search"> 

          </tr> 

         <tr> 

           <th style="width: 20%"> 

             <mfDefaultSorter by="name">Name</mfDefaultSorter> 

           </th> 

           <th style="width: 30%"> 

             <mfDefaultSorter by="email">Email</mfDefaultSorter> 

           </th> 

         </tr> 

         </thead> 

         <tbody> 

 

         <tr *ngFor="let subscriber of mf.data | filter:query | orderBy: orderPatient"> 

           <td>{{subscriber.name}}</td> 

           <td>{{subscriber.email}}</td> 

             </tr> 

         </tbody> 

       </table> 

 

5. Conclusion  

Data binding in Angular2  is the synchronization between the model and the view. When data in 

the model changes, the view reflects the change, and when data in the view changes, the model is updated as 

well. This happens immediately and automatically, which makes sure that the model and the view is 

updated at all times. Clearly the two-way binding syntax is a great convenience compared to separate 

property and event bindings. 
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